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PREHISTORIC MAN SCRATCHED HI» RECORD^ ON THE

WALL!) UF HIH HDME AND ON THE TL'SKS AND HORNS

OF THE ANIMALS WHICH HE KILLED

The Cave Man
i

' Iltl investiKution.s of iin-liueoliH

' gistM ill nil parts of thf world

full to prove sutisfuctorily thiit

prehistoric- inaii iiiul iiiiy fixwi or prt--

initlitutcHl i<i«-u of t'stublishing or

prc.sorvinn rtn-ttrds, nor (li«l he cure to

coiiiniiinicate with m-rsons at u dis-

tance. He li\"«'<J in tlie dawn of reastin

and pn)^ress and his life must have
Imhmi a coiiKtaiit struggle against killing

or lK>in^ killed; eating or U-ing eaten.

He shared the |)<)s.s«'ssioii of the earth

with the inaniinoth, the cave-l>ear and
the w<K)ll.v rhiiMK-eros. He was a nimble

exponent of the law of self-preaervation.

He made articles of a strictly utilitarian

nature, wea|)o»is of offence and defence,

and crude utensils for c(M)king and
household use, and his only atteiiipt at

record-inaking seems to have l)eei. the

carving of crude images and symbols
of a rudimentary nature on the lM)nes

and horns of animals and on his cave
walls. These i-arvings were lalmriously

made with flint fasliioncd to a }M>int.

After his carvings were made he took

lit Me, if my, pains to preserve thcni.

T .e s|K*cimens that remain seem to

have been preserved accidentally from
the ravages of time in naturally shelt-

ered places, discarded a;)i)arently with-

out thought or care of what l>ecanie of

them.

Through the Ages of Stone, Bronze and
Iron, when Man was emerging from
primeval chaos anci 'oecoming con-

scious of the first glimmering of order

he apparently t<M)k no thougiit of pre-

serving a reconl of his achievements and
posse.s.sions, or accumulating knowl-
edge, beyond the drawing and carving

of crude and grotesque outlines of the

things around which his world re-

volved. Therefore, it is only on his

established ability to draw and carve, perhaps for pastime, perhaps for ;'. niore serious

purpose, that he is entitled to a place in the chronology ( Heoord-Keeping.
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The Egyptian
HK E^yptmnM eiiiplftyrtl u iiiothod

if writing which w« call Hiero-

K'ypiws. III elffeot a ."teries of

picturt'N. and most of the cxixtinR

rerurdx of their doings are derived

from inscriptions in this form on
temples, tomns and public buildings.

It was the famous Rosetta Stone,

discovered by Napulctm during his

expedition to Egypt in 1700 that fur-

nished us with the key to the

Egyptian language. This stone was
engraved in Hieroglyphics, Demotican<l
Greek, and the rraurring characters in

these languages after ten years of study
furnished the key to their language.

It is safe to assume that the Eryptians
liad clearly defined methods of keeping
records, for they were industrious en-

gineers anr* traders. The illustration

on this ^e shows an Egyptian
inet.'h... ..'ith a number of tablets on
which he has marked his records, filing

them on a rod for future reference.

These tablets were of various materials

—ivory, slate or ebony, but most
generally of clay, on which figures

were inscribed with a pointed metal
instrument or stick.

The Egyptians also employed painting
and writing to a considerable extent,

es[)ecially in making current and port-

able records. In busine.ss documents
the headings and other important
phrases would be done in contrasting

colors. But the papyrus and parch-
ment on which these documents were
made have mostly perished. Recent
excavations have brought to light many
interesting discoveries— but unfortu-

nately very little exact evidence of how
buying and selling was carried on.

From what information we have, how-
ever, we can picture the Egyptiiin

merchant or contractor surrounded by numerous piles or strings of thick, unwieldy
tablets, on which were engraved the record of his buying and selling operations.

4
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Development of Egyp-

tian Rccord'Keeping
ECiVrr. '~ PAPYRI S RBCORIW ATTACHBU TO RODS
ROLLKIV TIRI> AM> KILKI) IN <'HKSTS WITH SLIDINIi

COVKHS.

"
I
'^HE Egyiitian Kained tremendou!*

I facility in the making and keep-

inK of records by the discovery

iiitii use of papyrus and the pen or

brush, as against the earlier method of

carving on stone, ivory and clay. So

long as the Egyptian had to lal>oriou>tly

curve his characters, he confined him-

self to the recording of important

events. When he learned to draw and
paint his characters on papyrus and
parchment, his operitions broadened
considerably.

In the illustration arc seen details of

hieroglyphic writing, on papyrus scrolls

—the method "f attaching them to

rods around which they were wound
and tie<l—and the general metho<l of

filing them in lM)xes and chests, for

future reference.

Investigation shows that more than
6,000 years ago professional scribes in

Egypt recorded official events, domes-
tic affairs and Iiusincss transactions,

medical recipes, wrote novels and
humorous works. Attached to every
temple of importance were priests who
acted as recorders and scriln's, and
many ancieiil Egj'ptian temples 'i.id

s|)ecial rooms e(|uip{KHl as libraries.

The scrilies of the great King Rameses
II. are described as working in a room
"more like an office than a librarj',"

and the famous Tel-el-Ararna Tablets
were stored in "the palace of the
Records of the King."

We hfc.c evidence that rec-ording

departments were maintained in con-
nection with (lovernment granaries

and treasuries, and that there were
schools and colleges for the reproduc-
tion of books, some of which remain
to this day in the boxes and jars made
for their protection, but numerous wars .md fires and the surely effacing finger of Time
have deprived us of much information that would be of very great ir ?rest to-day.
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THE MAKING AND FILING OK PUBLIC RECORDS IN A

BABYLONIAN OR ASSYRIAN GOVERNMENT OFFICE

AND THE rrNIFORM METHOD OF WRITING.

Babylonian and
Assyrian Records

I>
ECENT translations of ancient

\ Babylonian and Assyrian records

reveal the interesting fact that

many of them relate to business trans-

actions and disputes.

The Babylonians developed a banking'

system, in which they deposited and

issued "brick" cheques and bills of

exchange. About 1,000 B.C. there

existed in Babylon a firm of bankers

and money-lenders operating under the

name of "The Sons of Egibi." This

firm attained such wealth and influence

that one writer describes them as " the

Rothschilds of the ancient worid."

The operations of this firm were noted

down on clay tablets and filed in stone

jars bearing the name of contracting

parties and witnesses. A general prac-

tice in those days of recording real

estate and other financial transactions

was to inscribe the conditions on tab-

lets in duplicate. The first copy was

inscribed and baked. A cover of soft

clay would then be made and a copy

of the original document written upon

it. This document would be filed in

the record office and could be seen at

any time upon payment of a fee. In

case of dispute, and upon payment of

an extra fee, the outer cover would be

broken and the original consulted, after

which it would be again encased in an

envelope of clay and re-filed.

The illustration shows clerks at work

in an Assyrian government office in

which the cuniform method of writing

was employed. On one corner of the

desk appears a box of stylus with which

the characters were made on soft clay

tablets which were afterwards baked

or dried— also the method of filing

them as records.

The oi>eration of signing documents with a seal cut into a roller wu.s also a common

practice. This is the antecedent of our prest-nt-day rubber stamp.
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The Public Records

:: of Greece ::

IT WAS THE UREEK PRACTICE TO DISPLAY LAWS.

TREATIES, DECREES AND IMPORTANT PUBLIC

NOTICES ON THE WALLS OK TEMPLES AND OTHER

CONSPIClOrs PLACES.

' ' HE mountains of Greece afforded

I
the people of that time an inex-

haustible supply of fine marble

and thus it is that Greek tablets exi.st

to-da^ in great numbers. The Romans,
by contrast, used bronze tablets to a

great extent, many of which were

destroyed by recurring conflagrations

or were melted into coins or vessels by

the Romans themselves or successful

invading armies. Some Greek inscrip-

tions on bronze tablets still remain, and

a number of short inscriptions worked
on lead, in rolled-up form; but it is

because the Greeks habitually in-

scribed on enduring marble that we are

able to know so much of their laws and
customs.

The citizen of ancient Greece continu-

ally walked among the records of his

country's political and military prow-

ess. Every spot of prominence in the

cities added to his store of political

information.

It was the practice in ancient Greece

to record treaties, laws concerning the

conduct of the people, decrees, and all

important public documents on slabs

of marble, which were placed on the

walls of temples, theatres, on the sides

of streets and roads. In cases where
.such records affected different localities

or cities, duplicates were ordered to be

made and set up. Recent excava-

tions show that many public buildings

were practically veneered with marble
slabs on which were inscribed such
announcements and it has also been
found that even bases of monuments
and altars were used for the filing of

records.

The Greeks did not consider the ques-

tion of bulk in the making of public

recoffls. Some of these .sl.ahs were five feet high and five inches thick, and as they had, in

many cases, to be read from a distance, the characters were naturally of considerable size.
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GREEK RErORDS. WRITTEN ON PArtCHMENT SCROLLS

WERE USIALLY STORED IN CYLINDERS FOR FUTURE

REFERENCE

AncientGreek Record-

:: ing Office :;

i

^HE ancient Greeks and Romans
made a step forward in facility

when they adopted, in addition

to the carving of bronze, marhii-

and stone tablets, the use of parchment

and papyrus rolls. Later on, these rolls

were superseded by the parchment

book and the "Codex." The scribe of

those days was able to purchase separ-

ate sheets of parchment, or a roll com-
plete in one piece, the latter being

joined so smoothly that it offered no

objection to his writing operations.

The writing was placed lengthwi.se on

the roll and on one side only, and if the

work was of great length, it was divided

into volumes in order to facilitate

reference to it . The heading was some-

times placed at the end of the article

so that this would be visible when the

parchment was slightly unrolled.

The title was in some cases shown on

the outside of the roll in order that it

could be readily seen as the manuscript

lay in a chest or shelf, but a more
general practice was to attach a ticket

or label to the top edge of the roll which

would hang down when the scroll was

placed on a shelf or could be conven-

iently read if standing along with

others in the cylindrical containing

box.

When the manuscript was com-
pleted, it was rolled around a stick of

wood or bone and valuable manu-
scripts were often protected with a

vellum wra,.per, stained with colored

inks, labelled and secured with leather

thongs.

The accompanying illustration is made
from details .still existing, and depicts

the high state of cfficictuy, that existed

in the recording offices of the ancient Greeks and the high degree of system observed

in the maintenance of their records of both a public and private nature.
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THE TABALLAE" PROVIDED THE GREEKS AND
ROMANS WITH A CONVENIENT FORM OF RECORDING
CURRENT AFFAIRS. ALTHOUGH SOMETIMES USED FOR

MORE PERMANENT RECORDS.

Greek and Roman
:: Tablet Records ::

" g "'O meet the demand for a ined-

I
ium of quick and convenient

writing and record-keeping, the

ancient Greeks and Romans evolved

an article styled in the Latin tongue a

"taballae." The ordinary taballae,

which is shown in the accompanying

illustration, was a small oblong slab of

wood, sometimes made of beech or fir

but more particularly of boxwood.

Into one, or sometimes both surfaces

of the slab, a panel was sunk, leaving

a narrow margin of wood on the edges,

which panel was coated with wax,

usually black in color, thus providing

a writing surface very similar to the

modern school slate in appearance and

effect. This wax offered a surface

upon which records were readily in-

scribed with a stylus or graphium

pencil. A great advantage attaching

to these tablets was that the characters

could be readily obliterated and a

fresh, smooth surface provided for

further records.

It was, however, not only for transient

or current records that these tablets

were habitually used. When they were

used for recording wills, convey-

ances, deeds and other legal and official

records, they were punched in the

corners and strung on rings or thongs

which acted as hinges. They were

placed face to face, bound with threads

and sealed with the witnesses' seal to

render them proof against unwarranted

handling or alteration.

When intended as permanent records

and several of them were bound to-

gether, for filing purposes, they were

termed a "Codex," and some of the

tablets, in one ca.se bound and sealed

as before described, are extant to-day. »• u »

It wa.<^ in the business of retail trading and as a medmm of current information ihat

taballae were most generally used, due largely to their handy and convenient form.
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THE MAKING AND KEEPING UF BUUKS AND RF.CORDS

WAS A' MOST ENTIRELY IN THE HANDS OF THE
MONKS IN THE "DARK AUES."

The Scriptorian of the

:: Middle Ages

A

energies did extend they were very thorough
entitled to our consideration for the information they preserved to us.

10

VERY important
i

irt of the

duties of the monks of the dark
ages was the reproduction of

current and existing literary works, the

translation and duplication of Latin

manuscripts, and, in fact, these monks
are generally credited with the preser

V ation of the Latin tongue. In about

the sixth century the monks com-
menced to put into practice t he meth-
ods carried out to perfection by our

modern reference and lending libraries.

About this time St. Benedict ordered

the monks in his charge to *' borrow a

book and read it through," and this

being done, it was found that the books
became too numerous to be kept in the

church and they were stored in the

cloister in specially-made chests. The
observances of the Augustinian monks
contained rules for the binding, re-

pairing and cataloguing of books by
the appointed librarian.

The illustration shows the scriptorian

copying a rolled manuscript into a

vellum or parchment book which, in

some cases, were highly illuminated in

colors, especially as regards initial

letters and borders. The books were
bound in metal or wooden covers and
were simply stored on shelves, hori-

zontally and vertically divided, or in

chests lined to exclude the damp.
Often there were recesses in the

cloisters fitted with shelves and closed

with a door, and there were sometimes
small windowless rooms entirely de-

voted to the filing of the books and
records of the mona.stery.

Business, as we und jtand it, was far

removed from the sphere and attention

of the monks of the middle ages, but
it must be allowed that so far as their

and painstaking recording agents, and
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THE ENGLISH SYSTEM OK -TA'. STICK" DEVISED

FOR RECORD-KEEPING WHEN IT FEW PEOPLE

COULD READ OR WRITE.

The English System

:: of "Tally Sticks"::

•^ 1 "^ HE English Exchequer evolved

I
in th'.; twelfth century a system

of " tallies " which enabled them

to bring the recording of receipts and

payments down to the comprehension

of the people who could neither read

ncr write—in those days the great

majority.

The English Exchequer at this time was
composed of great officers of state and
constables and marshals, who were

responsible for vouchers produced by

accountants. The treasurer dictated

from the "pipe roll" particulars! of

fixed charges for taxes and privileges.

The state of each account was exhibited

on the table by means of counters so

that they would be clear to the illiter-

ate members of the assembly. A .scribe

wrote out the writs and summonses
and kept a duplicate copy of the great

roll. But between the sheriff and those

who required to make payments there

existed a system of "tallies." These

tallies consisted of sticks of wood into

which were cut notches of \arying

length, shape and width. After the

tally was notched it was placed in

a vise and split into two parts with

half the notch showine on each side.

One side remained in i.ic poss°ssion of

the sheriff and the duplicate wa.s hand-

ed to the payer as his receipt. When
further payments were made the two

pieces were put together and a suitable

notch made. The sheriff would write

the name of the payer on one end of

the stick, nail a piece of leather to the

other end, ai . hang it among his

records. In case of dispute both sides

of the tally were produced and decision

given according to whether the not* ;es

corre.«ponded or not.

The accompanying illustration shows the issuing of a tally receipt, and also in the back-

ground the operation of splitting it, a crude but effective means of creating a duplicate.

n
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THE OFFICE OF THE EARLY ENUUSH TRADEH CON-

TAINED MANY AND VARIOUS RECORD-KEEPINO
DEVICES.

The English Trader of

:: the 16th Century ::

IT
was during the sixteenth century

that England laid the foundations

of the gigantic export and import

trade that made her the first com-
mercial nation in the world. This

illustration is adapted from a painting

by the artist Hans Holbein and shows

a London merchant of the year 1532

in a comer of his office, surrounded by
his record-keeping paraphernalia.

Holbein has given us in this picture an
almost photographic record of how the

London merchant of the period con-

ducted his correspondence and made
and kept his records. On the wall are

shelves for holding letters and invoices;

on the rack are strips of paper for seal-

mg letters and documents, and sus-

pended from the shelf is a twine con-

tainer—an article which still exists in

some parts of Canada. On the table

before him is a combined cash-box and
ink-well—quill pen, seal, tape measure,

scissors and sand-shaker with which he

would sprinkle sand over his letters for

the purpose of blotting them. A set

of scales is shown hanging fronr. the

shelf directly behind him.

Correspondence and documents were

written in the peculiar ornamental

script of the time with quill pens, and
for the purpose of preservation were
kept in leather cases secured by straps

and buckles.

The artist Holbein with some lack of

modesty, perhaps, has drawn above
the head of the merchant a notice to

the effect that this picture is a true

likeness of the subject and that all

details are faithfully reproduced and

by so doing constituted this portrait as authority for the methods of business of the

':)nglish merchant of some three centuries ago. Many of the articles and devices in this

picture may be regarded as forerunners of office systems in current use, though, of course,

we have improved immensely on their convenience, utility and effectiveness.

18
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The Last of the Old

School ::

THE FIRST ESSENTIAL Of HECOHU-KEEPINO DEVICES

Dl RING THIS STIRRING AND TURBULENT PERIOD WAS

NOT COMPACTNESS OR ('ONVENIENCE BUT SAKETY.

*. «jSja«^tai«ES3tt*^1 N the times of good Queen Bess,

I
Raleigh and Drake, land-wars,

sea-fights and internal strife were

rife in England, and there was no

highly developed scheme of keeping

either private or governmental records.

The methods of making records were

much as described and pictured in the

preceding illustration. The element

of safety was of much more considera-

tion than that of facility, and we find

the documents of state, the records of

finances, private and public documents

written on parchment with a quill pen,

rolled, tied with string or leather thong,

and packed in sturdy oak chests,

studded with nails and liound with

iron strips.

Our illustration shows the method of

"referring to the files" in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries. The chests

were kept in vaults, both dark and

damp. Locks, of course, were in gener-

al use in this period, but they were

cumbersome affairs opened by keys

six inches or more in length.

This somewhat elaborate method of

securing records did not obtain except

in the case of valuable papers, the

individual and the small merchant

being content to bind his papers and

reconls in leather-bound and strapped

books.

It may fairly be said that although this

method of storing papers was crude

and unhandy, yet until the general

adoption of those methods which may
properly be termed "modern," not

much progress was made in the matter

of facility. In fact, it is within dis-

tinctly modern times that the business

man,' and even governments, have

taken into consideration the necessity of accuracy and expediency as well as safetj,

adopted record-keeping systems which fairly meet each of these considerations.

IS
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THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN NEVER UEVSLOPED
ANY NOTABLE SYSTEM OP KEEPING RECORK

.

ALTHOUGH POSSESSING TALENT IN PICTURE-
|

WRITING

The North American

:: Indiar^ ::

''I'^HE North American Indian

I underwent the same mental pro-

cess that ledotheraboriginal races

to express ideas, messages and simple
records, by means of picture-writing.

But, whereas other races evolved,
sooner or later, a series of syllables and
alphabets by which they could express
abstract notions and ideas, the writing
of the Indian began and ended with
pictures, and a very slight use of signs

and symbols.

The Indian used in his record-making
the tanned skin of the deer on which
he would trace with a black or colored
ink pictures descriptive of his prowess
in war or in the chase. He also had
methods of calculation to meet his

daily experiences: he would notch a
stick to record the number of days
spent on an expedition or the number
of enemies slain. Wampum belts, with
different colored beads, served to
record events of more than passing
importance and were used as badges or
tokens of peace or war. Simple pic-

tures on birch-bark would serve to
recall to his mind the theme of a c'lant

or recitation.

He had a simple method of recording
sales or purchases by means of a
number of perpendicular strokes to
represent the number, followed by a
picture of the object—a deer, for in-

stance. Some tribes invented a
chronological calendar consisting of a
series of pictures representing the out-
standing features of the year— for

instance, a rough outline of a head,
blotched and spotted, indicated that
that year the tribe suffered from
smallpox; a human figure with promi-

nent ribs was indicative of Famine. The Indian also practiced rock-painting to a
-imited extent, apparently as a pastime or as a result of some inherent appreciation of art.

14
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CHINESE BI'!>INESS METHOD.^ HAVE BUT RECENTLY
BEEN ArPECTEl) BY THE MUUERN IDEAS OF THE

WESTERN WORLD.

Chinese Methods of

:: Record-Keeping ::

''I'MIE prehistoric Chinese in com-
I men with his benighted brother

in other parts of the early world

.

scratched his primitive symbols on
bone and stone and etched his first

records on slips of bamboo with a

special knife. But the Chinese was
perhaps the first to graduate to a more
convenient method. When he first

began to write in a literary sense, he

traced his characters on tablets of wood
with ink and a frayed Samboo stick.

About 2( J B.C. he devised a brush of

hair or silk for this purpose and the

discovery of paper-raakmg by Ts'ai

Lun some hundred years later gave a

great impetus to writing.

The long unbroken record of Chinese

writing and record-making includes

Sractically every method by which man
as arriveid at the art of writing—carv-

ing on stone, cutting of wooden blocks

from which impressions were made on
paper. Moveable types of baked clay

were used as far back as 1000 A.D.,

also type blocks of copper and lead.

These methods contained the germs of

the resent art of printing. The
Chint.se printed an encyclopaedia in

about 1000 A.D., from characters cut

in wood.

The scene depicted on this page show.s

a Chinese merchant in his office making
calculations on an abacus, and so little

have methods changed in China that

this scene is at once modern and
ancient. Bound books, reed or bamboo
pens, hand-made paper, account book.s,

brass and copper coins punched with u

square hole for the purpose of stringing

on a rod or wire; his method of binding

office records in books and storing them
in boxes of lacquered wood or metal

have not changed in design or purpose for centuries in China, except in recent years and

in restricted localities where their comparatively cumbersome methods are disappearnig.

16
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MISSIN(i WILLS, UIM'I'MENTS AND PAPERS HESl LTED
FROM THE DISORDER AND INSECL'RITV WHICH WERE
KEATL'RESOKTHE KILIN<i METHODS OK THIS PERIOD

Filing Methods
Current in the 18th

:: Century ::

. HERE waa never a more prolific

i field for the melodramatic play-

wright than that supplied by
the "missing papers" and "lost or

stolen" wills, and a scrutiny of the
accompanying illustration explains this

fact. This is a faithful drawing of a
law office of the eighteenth century
and shows the lawyer and his client in

the quaint attire of the period. Dis-

order was the order .f the day, and
although it must have been distracting

and laborious to work among such con-

ditions, thci-e is a certain Johnsonian
picturesqueness in the scene.

In those days one of the chief duties

of the lawyer's clerk was the writing

and duplication of wills, deeds, con-

tracts and similar documents. These
were written on parchment or paper
with a goose-quill—tapered and split

—aud ink; and very good ink it was, aa

is attested by its degree of legibility

to-day. On the desk is shown the seal

and sealing-wax and the candle for

melting same, with which the docu-
menta were attested genuine. If, when
the papers were signed and witnessed,

they were of sufficient importance,
they were tied with tape and filed in

tin boxes, which were labelled with
client's name and further secured by
cumbersome padlocks which any
chance marauder could open with ease.

Less important papers were stored in

cupboards and on shelves to be covered
with dust, eaten by mice and to suffer

slow, but sure, disintegration.

Modern conditions have necessitated

many systems and methods particu-

larly designed to facilitate the detail

end of law practice,and the tremendous
amount of correspondence, record-keeping and general business accumplished by law
offices to-day is made posKii>Ie only by the general adoption and use of such methods.

M
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THIS IS THE PKRIOIJ IMMEUIATKLV PRKfEDINO THE

GENERAL AIMIPTIOS OK MODERN OKIHE KILINCi AND

RECOHDKEEPINti EQIIPMKNT

The Da\A/n of Office

:: System ::

''I'^HE acrompanying illustration

I
shows an office equipped in the

* manner of the late nineteenth

century, a scene well within the mem-
ory of the younger generation of busi-

ness men. Although most of the

systems depicted have in the last ten

or fifteen years l)een supplanted by

ones vastly superior, some still survive,

notably the copying of letters by the

"cider-press method." Incoming
letters and copies of the answers there-

to, were filed in upright fan-shaped or

"winged" cases in a desultory way-
one day under initial of the firm, the

next under t'.ie initial of tht signer.

High desks and stools were in v »gue,

and gas was the illuminating agent.

This was before the day of typewriters,

fountain pens, adding and billing

machines, telephones, electricity,

smooth-top desks, letter-copying mach-

ines, record-keeping files and cabinets,

or at least before their general use.

Letters were hand-written and copies

made in tissue books by a wet pad and

pressure applied by an irresponsible

office boy, who sooner or later omitted

to use the protecting "oil-sheets," thus

reducing all previous records to an

illegible and soggy pulp. Every mem-
ber of the staff was his own file clerk.

I>etters and records would mysteriously

disappear and search for an inriportant

paper always commenced with mis-

givings and often ended in failure.

It is difficult to think of the "big busi-

ness" of to-day, or for that matter the

ambitious small one, carrying on it.s

tremendous volume of business under

the coaditiuus which existed even u

generation ago: in fact, so immeasur-

ablv have methods of record-keeping
. .. ^i •

and generaUffice proc-eduri- advanced in this co.nparatively short t.me that business as ch,.,-

ductS to-day would be seriously impaired were wc to revert t<, mctlrnds here illustrated.

17
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BELAI'se IN!<IRANCK PROCEDLRE IS LAHIiELV A

MATTER or PRECEDENT THE RKC'ORIM ur THE
MODKRV INS! RANTE (tKKKE MIST RE PRfUISE

AM) (ONVEMENT.

Keeping Records in the

Modern Insurance
Office

laar-r^- .:t*»m£aar=scrjaB--;

T m-Jty fairly be oaid that modern
iasurancc procedure i» largely
hated on rerord)* and statisties,

'vhich enahle u.t to know the value of

a risk, proper amount of the premium.
HveiaKes, prot)ortiont4 and perfentaKe!<.

These are the principles underlying
modern insurance procedure. An
adei|uate .system of record-keeping is

therefore of great im|)ortance in the

iiKHiern fire and life insurance organi-

zations.

We investigated the requirements of

ret-ord-keeping for the insurance busi-

ness with great thoroughness before

designing the filing equipment which
we now make for the purpose. The
opinion of experienced insurance men
was .sought and the principles which
they laid down as es.sential were taken
and maintained. The result is that wc
now offer the insurance fraternity

filing and record-keeping e(|uipment
which anticipates their requirements
in every particular.

The accompanying illustration flejjicts

the archive department of the nuxlern
and progressive insurance office. There
are stacks of policy sections which
preserve the jjolicy in its original form,
and each drawer lieing labelled in

numerical or alphabetical order, affords
instant access.

Drawing also shows properly-propor-
tioned drawers for filing plans, blue-
prints, etc., general correspondence
files and stationery drawers for the
accommodation of blank policies and
forms, ii lier-shehcs fur storitif; heavy
ledgers and other bound volumes,
without injury or unnecessary wear
on the covers. Such equipment mini-

mizes error and labor by placing data at "the finger-tips" of the oflSce staff.

18
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The Impregnable Steel

:: Vault for Records ::

VALl'ABLK .\NI» NK«iOTIABI.K KM OHIIr* ASH

SK( I RITIKH IN ISK DIHINii THK HAY AHK KKPT

IN STKKI. VAILT!* KOR "iAKKTV AT Nlt.HT.

i*

HE steel safety dep«Miit vault of

th. .lodem trust comimny rv-

presents the Inst word in safety

and permanence of reeord-keeping.

Human ingenuity and skill have U-en

extended to make it im|)ervious to the

effects of fire, water and time. The
Office Specialty Co. does not. of course,

undertake the construction of such

vaults, but does make a variety of steel

filing cabinets >nd sections for the

interior equipment of them.

We have studied the needs of trust

companies and those doing a similar

business, .so far as their methcHls of

record-keeping arc conwrned, and as

a result are able not only to supply

such equipment as they retiuire. but

to make many suggestions along lines

which yoars of ex|)erience have proved

to Ih? right and the proi)er ces.

Generally speaking, the filing retiuire-

ments of a trust company are met by

sections for the filing of deeds, mort-

gages and similar documents: general

sectional files (vertical or Shannon) for

the accommodation of general corres-

spondence: safety deposit l)oxes of

various sizes, card index systems for

maintaining estate or company records.

and equipment for the accommodation

of records dealing not only with the

company's own affairs, but for the

safekeeping of the various and import-

ant papers and dwuments entrusted

to their care by clients and customers

over which it is imperative to exercise

the utmos» vigilance at all times.

Trust, loan, mortgage companies, ar i

institutions engaged in a similar line

of work, are the custodians of money.

property, deeds, wills mortgages.

negotiable securities, and similar documents of great hnaiuuil importance.

frAuently engaged in litigation on behalf of clients. Ihe system of record-

therefore a highly , -portant department of such a i)usiness, and must, as

possible, be pr<K)f "» 'i st error and loss.

'i'licy are

kcei)iiig is

nearly as
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METHODS EMPLOYED IN THE MODERN MERCANTILE
BUSINESS REPRESENTTHELASTWORDIN EFFICIENCY,

ACCIRACY AND COMMAND OF DETAIL.

Keeping the Records

of a Mercantile House

' I " HE modern mercantile house, by

j virtue of necessity in these days
of keen competition, employs

diverse methods of keeping records of

costs, sales, expenses, etc.; has a

thorough system of handling orders,

as well as a carefully planned organiza-

tion for securing business. These
conditions require a variety of specially

adapted systems of keeping records,

and the equipment which we have
worked out and perfected to meet the

varying conditions has done much to

make for the easy and profitable con-

duct of the present-day mercantile

business.

Every transaction, no matter what its

size or importance, involves the mak-
ing out of various orders and instruc-

tions, and in the majority of cases the

\iriting of one or more letters. These
papers must be kept in such a way that
they are easily and quickly available

for reference.

For the mercantile house (and by this

we mean to include all manner of

business and trading firms) we make
"follow-up" and correspondence files,

card index cabinets, giving accommo-
dation for mailing lists, "prospects"
and customers, records of stock, pur-
chases, disbursements; Shannon and
vertical files for orders; sections for

commercial reports and ratings; cup-
board .sections for storing stationery

and office supplies—in fact, we are

able by years of practical experience

and study to outfit the modern office

with equipment that furnishes a thor-

ough grasp of every transaction in

detail.

The systematic arrangement of the
records of a business is not something

to be allt'iidcd to in a desultory manner. It demands the clo.se attention and thought
of mature minds because it has a strong influence on the destiny of every undertaking.
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Modern Banking
:: Equipment ::

THE MODERN CANAOIAN BANK KEgilKKS EXTENSIVE

AND SPECIALLY DESIGNED AtXDMMODATION FOR ITS

RECORDS AND FILES.

.
--!'".-t'^aaV-

I

HE modern bank, especially the

Canadian bank, with its numer-

ous branches, calls for record-

keeping arrangements of the most

exact and comprehensive nature. A
bank has very extensive dealings with

the public in a variety of ways. The

volume of correspondence between its

different branches is also heavy.

The accompanying illustration shows

a modern bank vault equipped with

filing and recording equipment which

we make especially for this purpose.

The laborious method of carrying

individual ledgers to the vault for the

purpose of safe-keeping is accomplished

by an office truck equipped with

roller shelves to save friction on bind-

ings. The truck also has space for the

accommodation of current card re-

cords. In addition to the convenience

afforded by an office truck, there is

much less likelihood of any records

being forgotten and left loose about

the office.

The needs of the modern bank are

very fully met by the office equipment

we regularly make, the most general of

which are vertical files for general

correspondence and branch reports,

card ledgers, permanent shelves equip-

ped with rollers for bound volumes

such as cash books, ledgers, etc.; filing

sections for cancelled cheques, depos

slips, drafts and other similar docu-

ments; card drawers for index cards

and customers' signature records.

It is very important that a bank's

records be exact. A faulty record

system may, and often does, lead to

grave financial loss. We have studied

the needs of the modern bank and are

able to offer filing and record-keeping i i , ii.„

Cipment wlVexperiencc and actual usage have proved to ^^Y^^^y^
'''

^'"'

^aracter and peculiarities of the highly specialized business of modern banking.
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IN EVERY INSTITITION AND BUSINESS, RECORD-
KEEPING IS A HIGHLY IMPORTANT INDERTAKING
AND SHOULD RECEIVE THE MOST CAREFIL CON-

SIDERATION.

The Nerve^Centre of

Modern Record-Keep-

:: ing Systems ::

' P HE Head Offi'-e ot The Office

j Specialty M... jfacturing Com-
pany, Limited, is located on

Wellington Street West, Toronto. The
building itself is a model of modern
construction and possesses what our

ancestors apparently thought super-

fluous in commercial buildings, abund-

ance of light and air.

Wellington Street is named in honor of

the Duke of Wellington, the hero of

Waterloo. Wellir ;ton Street West
might properly be termed of com-
paratively recent development, but the

old part of the Street, more particularly

the neighborhood of Church, Welling-

ton and Front, has been the centre of

local interest and activity since the

founding of the City.

It is the influence that emanates from
the office and the executive depart-

ments that determines the destinies of

a business. Their knowledge must be

complete and authoritative. A small

business to grow along right and
healthy lines requires to be directed

according to the dictates of proper

records. A large business can only be

rightly guided when the reins of

knowledge are available.

The influence of Office Specialty Sys-

tems is over many successful businesses

in Canada, furnishing the nerve centre

which enables it to meet situations

equipped with complete and accurate

records.

We have put many years of thought
and experience into the making of

filing and recording devices. We
have not spared time or money or

labor, and the result is that we are now
able to offer every business and institution a system of filing and record-keeping adapted
to its particular needs and representative of the very highest development of the art.

M
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The Source of Perfect

Filing and Recording

:: equipment "•

\E\VMARKET, where the fac-

tory of The (HBce Specialty

Manufacturing Company, Lim-

ited, is located, is a flourishing and

pretty town twenty-eight miles north

of Toronto on the Holland River.

Just above Newmarket, a point called

Holland Landing marked the land ter-

minus of the Great Northern Highway

which in pioneer days ran up Yonge

St. from York(Toronto) to Lake Simcoe,

Georgian Bay and the north country.

Roughly speaking, Newmarket was

founded about the year 1806 by Elisha

Beaman, who established mills and

stores there, and its commercial pro-

gress was given further impetus by

Peter Robinson some six or seven years

later, who "went extensively into

business" there with his brother.

Transportation facilities at that time

were decidedly restricted and so much

did the outlying settlers appreciate the

convenient facilities offered for trade

in Newmarket, it being previously

necessary to journey to Toronto, that

they came to refer to the settlement as

"the new market" and from this ex-

pression the name was derived.

There is no requirement in the modern

business world that is so competently

met as the keeping of records by sys-

tems and devices marketed under

the trade mark of The Office Specialty

Manufacturing Company, Limited.

There is not a gr ter economic factor

in business than .he ability to know,

quickly and accurately, the past record

of a transaction and its bearing on a

future line of conduct, and it is because

the equipment we make successfully

meets these important conditions, that

size and is an increasing factor in the

THIS FACTORY SLPPLIES EQUIPMENT FOR THE

PROPER FILING AND RECORDING OPERATIONS OF

MODERN BUSINESS

our factory at Newmarket has grown to imposing

jirogress and advancement of Canadian busmess.
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